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12.1

Sensory systems are at the center of predator–prey interactions
Despite being on opposite sides of the arms race, predators and prey share a common goal:
detecting each other as early as possible. Early detection is important for prey so they
can initiate their escape behavior and increase their chances of survival. Early detection is
also important for predators so they can take advantage of the surprise factor and enhance
the chances of prey capture. We can then expect selection pressures on the predator and
prey sensory systems to enhance the chances of mutual detection (Cronin 2005). For
example, the sand cricket ﬁliform hairs, which detect air movements, are especially
sensitive to the frequencies and velocities that its predators produce (Magal et al. 2006).
We review, from a mechanistic perspective, how sensory system conﬁguration can
inﬂuence antipredator behavior. For the sake of space, we focus on the visual system of
vertebrate prey (see also the electronic supplementary material for a discussion on other
sensory modalities), but some of the fundamental ideas can be extended to other sensory
modalities (e.g., Phelps 2007). Within the visual system, several dimensions have been
implicated in the responses of prey to predators: conﬁguration of the visual ﬁelds (the
degree of visual coverage around the prey’s head), spatial visual resolution (visual
acuity), temporal visual resolution (how fast the retina can process temporal changes
in visual stimuli), the type and number of centers of acute vision in the retina (retinal
specialization), visual contrast (ability to resolve a stimulus against the background),
motion detection, etc. We will discuss the role of many of these visual dimensions in
affecting the decision-making of prey under the risk of predation. This approach will
allow us to draw attention to some sensory aspects that behavioral ecologists tend to
inadvertently omit when designing and interpreting studies on antipredator behavior.

12.2

Steps involved in predator–prey interactions from
a sensory perspective
Before prey can escape from a predator, they must ﬁrst use their sensory systems to
gather information about the presence of the predator as well as its behavior. Decisions
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to eventually escape are based on the trade-off between staying in the patch to enhance
foraging/breeding beneﬁts and leaving to reduce the risks of mortality (Krause & Ruxton
2002). Not all decisions are correct, as they may lead to false alarms, where the detected
stimulus is not a predator, or it is a predator that is not in a position to attack (i.e., the
predator is not hunting, has not detected the prey, is attacking a different individual, or
has already captured prey). Sensory systems are expected to be conﬁgured to work
in conditions that would reduce the probability of false alarms, if false alarms are
costly (Beauchamp & Ruxton 2007). Consequently, sensory systems can be particularly
relevant in reducing uncertainty, and thus improve escape decisions, in the following
key steps of the sequence of predator–prey interactions: scanning, detection, assessment
of risk, alert, and ﬁnally ﬂeeing to cover (Figure 12.1).

12.2.1

Scanning
From a theoretical perspective, scanning or vigilance behavior is a key parameter in
antipredator behavior models (reviewed in Beauchamp 2014). An increase in scanning
effort is expected to raise the probability of predator detection (e.g., Lima 1987), an
assumption that has received empirical support (e.g., Cresswell et al. 2003). However,
the sensory basis of scanning behavior has been less studied (Fernández-Juricic et al.
2004; Fernández-Juricic 2012).
Old models (and some new ones) make the simplistic assumption, from a purely
behavioral perspective, that scanning is restricted to some body postures (FernándezJuricic et al. 2004). More speciﬁcally, animals can only scan when head-up, but not
when head-down searching for food or pecking (i.e., mutual exclusivity assumption).
From a sensory perspective, this assumption does not apply to those species with
laterally placed eyes (most vertebrates). The reason is because the large degree of
visual coverage (i.e., wide lateral visual ﬁelds) would allow vertebrates with laterally
placed eyes to engage in scanning behavior even when head down (e.g., FernándezJuricic et al. 2008; Figure 12.2). Even more compelling is the fact that in some bird
species, the center of acute vision in the retina projects laterally in head-down postures
(Dolan & Fernández-Juricic 2010; Figure 12.2). Actually, there is empirical evidence
in at least three bird species that the probability of predator detection in head-down
body postures is not 0%, as assumed, but actually around 30% in pecking postures and
75% in food-searching postures (Lima & Bednekoff 1999; Tisdale & FernándezJuricic 2009).
Some may argue that even though this sensory assumption is not realistic, it may be
valid enough for modeling purposes. However, model predictions can change substantially when this assumption is relaxed. For instance, the frequency of different group
foraging strategies (producers, scroungers, opportunists) changes depending on the
degree of visual coverage of a species (Fernández-Juricic et al. 2004). This is relevant
because there is substantial variation between species in visual coverage (e.g., Martin
2014). Overall, modeling with assumptions that do not reﬂect the sensory systems of
study species largely constrains our ability to develop predictions that can be tested
empirically and makes our interpretations of the empirical results more challenging.
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Figure 12.1

Sequence of events, from the perspective of prey, to avoid predation.

The mutual-exclusivity assumption has deeply shaped the way in which behavioral
biologists measure scanning behavior (Caro 2005). The most commonly recorded
parameters have been (a) the rate at which an animal goes head-up from a head-down
position (e.g., scanning rate), and (b) the duration of time (raw or proportional) the
animal stays in the head-up position (e.g., scan bout length). However, while the animal
is head-up, it cannot gather information 360° around its head due to the constraints
imposed by its visual ﬁeld conﬁguration (i.e., blind area at the rear of the head;
Figure 12.2). For instance, in some studies comparing two species, the one with a
wider blind area allocated more time to head-up scanning (Guillemain et al. 2002;
Tisdale & Fernández-Juricic 2009) likely to compensate for the lower detection ability
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Retinal and visual ﬁeld conﬁguration. (a) Retinal topographic map showing changes in retinal
cell density (photoreceptors, ganglion cells) with isoclines. In this schematic representation,
cell density increases from the retinal periphery toward the center of the retina where the spot
of highest cell density lies (i.e., center of acute vision). The center of acute vision will provide
higher visual resolution than the retinal periphery (see Figure 12.3 for an example). (b) Topview schematic representation of the visual ﬁeld conﬁguration of a bird. The binocular ﬁeld
represents the overlap of the lateral ﬁelds of the right and left eyes and the blind area at the
rear of the head provides no visual input. The center of acute vision projects into the lateral
ﬁelds but not into the binocular ﬁeld. Also shown in grayscale are the changes in retinal cell
density (photoreceptors, ganglion cells) around the visual ﬁeld (darker values indicate higher
cell densities).

at the back of its head (Kaby & Lind 2003; Devereux et al. 2006). A new scanning metric
has been proposed, head movement rate, which is more sensory based because it
captures the process of using vision for information gathering while head-up, particularly in species with laterally-placed eyes (Jones et al. 2007; Fernández-Juricic et al.
2011a; Fernández-Juricic 2012). To better interpret the variation in head-movement
behavior, we need to understand some basic properties of the vertebrate eye.
From a visual perspective, scanning while head-up (i.e., through head movements) is
similar to a visual search task that involves searching for an object of interest (a predator)
in the visual background when that object is not detectable (Land 1999). Visual search
is akin to taking a sequence of snapshots (one per each head or eye position) around
the head with each retina. Every snapshot, however, is not like a regular picture with
high deﬁnition throughout it (Figure 12.3). The retina is conﬁgured in such a way that
there is usually (at least) one area of acute vision (e.g., a fovea) surrounded by areas that
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Projection of the retinal
center of acute vision

Figure 12.3

Schematic representation of how changes in head position vary the spatial position of the
projection of the retinal center of acute vision for right lateral visual ﬁeld. The center of acute
vision provides high-quality visual information, but the retinal periphery provides lower quality
information due to variations in the cell density (photoreceptors, ganglion cells) across the retina
(see Figure 12.2).

provide less acute vision (the retinal periphery; Figure 12.2). The center of acute vision
generally has a high density of cones (which work under daylight conditions) and a low
density of rods (which work at night) (McIlwain 1996). The periphery of the retina
usually has the reversed pattern of cone vs. rod photoreceptor density. Cones and rods
transfer the information from the retina to the visual centers of the brain through the
retinal ganglion cells, whose nuclei are part of the retina and whose axons form the optic
nerve (McIlwain 1996).
In general, the relative size of the retinal center of acute vision is much smaller than
the rest of the retina (Figure 12.2). This means that at each snapshot obtained by the
retina, a small proportion of the visual space is at high resolution, but most of it is at low
resolution (Figure 12.3). The behavioral implication is that animals need to move the
retinas around to get a sufﬁcient number of snapshots with high visual resolution per unit
time to cover the visual space around their heads (Figure 12.3). The retinas are moved
around through eye and/or head movements. In general, head-movement rates increase
when the perceived risk of predation increases, likely to visually search more actively for
the position of the potential threat (Fernández-Juricic et al. 2011a; Randolet et al. 2014).
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Schematic representation of cell density proﬁles across the retina (i.e., photoreceptors/ganglion
cells). (a) Steep cell-density proﬁles have high peak cell densities within the center of acute vision,
but decrease rapidly toward the retinal periphery. At a given eye size, steep cell-density proﬁles are
expected to provide high visual resolution in a small retinal area, but lower resolution in the
periphery. (b) Shallow cell-density proﬁles generally have relatively lower peak cell densities
within the center of acute vision, but cell densities decrease slowly toward the retinal periphery. At
a given eye size, shallow cell-density proﬁles are expected to provide high visual resolution over a
relatively larger retinal area, with a comparatively lower change in visual resolution from the
periphery to the center of acute vision.

Recent studies have suggested that variation in the density of photoreceptors and retinal
ganglion cells from the retinal periphery to the retinal center of acute vision (Figure 12.2)
could inﬂuence scanning behavior (Dolan & Fernández-Juricic 2010). These changes in
cell density across the retina are known as cell density proﬁles, and can take different
shapes (Figure 12.4). For instance, a steep change in cell density (Figure 12.2a) would
make individuals rely mostly on their retinal center of acute vision (rather than the
periphery) to gather information, which could increase the rate of eye/head movements
to gather sufﬁcient high-quality visual information per unit time. On the other hand, a
shallow change in cell density (Figure 12.2b) would allow individuals to rely not only on
their center of acute vision, but also partly on the retinal periphery, providing a larger
proportion of retina with high-quality visual information, thereby reducing the rate of
eye/head movements. For instance, California towhees Melozone crissalis, with relatively
steeper cell density proﬁles, have been shown to have higher head movement rates than
white-crowned sparrows Zonotrichia leucophrys, which have relatively shallower cell
density proﬁles (Fernández-Juricic et al. 2011b). This type of variation in retinal conﬁguration could have implications for head-up scanning and hence predator detection. For
instance, if a species with a steep retinal cell density proﬁle reduces its eye/head movement rate, it could decrease the chances of predator detection because of the fewer retinal
snapshots collected per unit time and the smaller retinal area with high visual resolution
within each snapshot (Fernández-Juricic 2012; Figure 12.3).

12.2.2

Detection
The sensory capabilities of an animal are likely to inﬂuence three aspects of predator
detection: (1) the probability of early predator detection; (2) the maximum detection
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Probability of predator detection as a function of distance to predator. (a) The probability of
detecting a predator (y) can be calculated for any given distance (x). The non-linear nature of the
relationship is due to the non-linear decrease in visual contrast over distance. When the area under
the curve is equal on both sides of the dotted line, the dotted line represents the average detection
distance. (b) Empirical data showing higher detection probabilities over greater distances in the
European starling (high overall visual resolution) than the house sparrow (low overall visual
resolution). (Figure adapted from Tisdale & Fernández-Juricic 2009).

distance; and (3) the average detection distance (Figure 12.5a). Maximum detection
distance refers to the distance at which prey could detect a given predator with its
acute center of vision (high-quality information), whereas average detection distance
refers to the average distance at which prey could detect a given predator with any part of
the retina (high- and low-quality information pooled together). There are two relevant
visual resolution dimensions that may affect these three aspects of predator detection,
but not necessarily in the same way. First, detection has been proposed to depend
on overall visual resolution (Tisdale & Fernández-Juricic 2009), which refers to the
average resolution across the whole visual ﬁeld as determined by the size of the eye
(i.e., larger eyes have higher acuity, Pettigrew et al. 1988) and the average density of
photoreceptors/ganglion cells across the whole retina. Second, detection has been
proposed to depend on cell-density proﬁles, which are determined by the variation in
relative cell density between the retinal center of acute vision and the retinal periphery
(Dolan & Fernández-Juricic 2010, Fernández-Juricic et al. 2011b; Fernández-Juricic
2012; Figure 12.4).
We propose a novel way of representing in space how the visual conﬁguration can
inﬂuence detection behavior with spatial detection maps, which can be particularly
useful to predict spatial variations in perceived predation risk for different species
(Figure 12.6). Spatial detection maps provide a top-view schematic representation of
the areas around the animal where the probabilities of predator detection are higher as a
function of (a) the conﬁguration of the visual ﬁelds; (b) the position of the centers of
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Spatial detection map. The solid gray lines provide a scale for the distance from the prey. The
maximum detection distance a prey (center) is capable of, for a given predator, is bounded by the
solid black line. The grayscale within the detection map represents the probability of detection at
any given location within the detection map. The dotted line corresponds to the average detection
distance around the prey, and the dashed line represents the projection of the prey’s retinal center
of acute vision.

acute vision; (c) the cell-density proﬁles; and (d) the variation in visual contrast and
resolution with distance. Spatial detection maps are bounded by the maximum detection
distance for any given area of the visual ﬁeld (black continuous line in Figure 12.6),
which is estimated based on the limits of visual resolution by eye size and cell density.
The maximum detection distance is expected to vary in different parts of the visual ﬁeld
(binocular, lateral, blind areas), reﬂecting changes in cell density across the retina
(Figures 12.2, 12.4). The highest values of the maximum detection distance (farthest
detection point from the prey) are constrained in space and given by the projections of
the centers of acute vision into visual space (Figure 12.6). Average detection distance for
any given position in the visual ﬁeld is represented by the dotted line inside the detection
map. The probability of detection at any given point within the spatial detection map is
represented by grayscale shading (Figure 12.6) and represents the decrease in visual
contrast and visual resolution with increasing distances (Tisdale & Fernández-Juricic
2009). The probability of detection within a given distance range is represented by the
proportional area of that range within the spatial detection map weighted by the average
probability of detection within that distance range.
We can make predictions on the variations in the shape of spatial detection maps
based on some of the visual properties discussed in the previous section (Figure 12.7).
For the sake of clarity, we present different scenarios, but without considering changes
in the probability of detection within the spatial detection maps (grayscale in
Figure 12.6).
Species with higher overall visual resolution are expected to have greater probability
of predator detection and greater maximum and average detection distances because
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Hypothetical spatial detection maps for animals with (a) high overall visual resolution and steep
cell-density proﬁle; (b) high overall resolution and shallow cell-density proﬁle; (c) low overall
resolution and steep proﬁle; and (d) low overall resolution and shallow proﬁle. Blind areas were
kept constant for clarity purposes.

they can see predators from farther away (Kiltie 2000; Tisdale & Fernández-Juricic
2009). For example, Tisdale and Fernández-Juricic (2009) found that European starlings
Sturnus vulgaris (overall visual resolution = 5.9 cycles/degree; Dolan & FernándezJuricic 2010) have higher probabilities of detection and greater detection distances than
house sparrows Passer domesticus (overall visual resolution = 4.5 cycles/degree;
Dolan & Fernández-Juricic 2010; Figure 12.5b). Differences in overall visual resolution
between species can be translated into spatial detection maps. For instance, consider
scenarios (b) and (d) in Figure 12.7. Scenario (b) represents an individual with higher
overall visual resolution than that in scenario (d), which translates into maximum
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detection distances around 18 m and average detection distances around 15 m for (b) and
12 m and 10 m, respectively, for (d). Likewise, the detection map in (b) covers 92%
of the area between 10 and 15 m, suggesting a high probability of detecting a predator
that appears anywhere between 10 and 15 m. In scenario (d), on the other hand, the
detection map only covers 8% of the area between 10 and 15 m, giving the individual a
much lower probability of predator detection.
Species with steep cell-density proﬁles are expected to have greater maximum
detection distances than species with shallow cell-density proﬁles, but similar average
detection distances assuming that species do not vary in overall (or average) visual
resolution. To illustrate these predictions, Figure 12.7a shows a species with a steep
cell-density proﬁle and Figure 12.7b one with a shallow density proﬁle. Scenario (a)
portrays a maximum detection distance greater than 25 m, whereas in scenario
(b) maximum detection distance is around 18 m. Both (a) and (b) have average detection
distances around 15 m, but those averages come about in very different ways. In scenario
(b), the detection distance is relatively consistent throughout the visual ﬁeld, whereas
in scenario (a) detection distance is higher in the parts of the visual ﬁeld subtended
by the centers of acute vision and lower in the parts of the visual ﬁeld subtended by
the retinal periphery. The inconsistency in detection distances could lead to the species
in scenario (a) actually having lower probability of early detection. While the species
in scenario (a) could potentially detect a predator from greater than 25 m away, it only
has a 56% probability of detecting a predator that appears 10 to 15 m away, compared to
92% for the species in scenario (b). Therefore prey with steep cell-density proﬁles
(Figure 12.7a) are expected to become more reliant on their centers of acute vision for
predator detection. This retinal conﬁguration may be most advantageous in environments where predators approach from predictable locations that can be consistently
monitored. For example, many predators attack from cover (Lima et al. 1987; Roth &
Lima 2007), and therefore prey in habitats with limited cover can focus on monitoring
only the most likely areas of attack. On the other hand, shallow cell-density proﬁles
may be more advantageous for detecting predators that could come from anywhere
(Hughes 1977).
Prey with wider visual ﬁelds, and thus smaller blind areas, are expected to have
higher probabilities of predator detection because they can see more of their environment at any given time than prey with narrower visual ﬁelds (Fernández-Juricic et al.
2004; Tisdale & Fernández-Juricic 2009). For instance, blue tits, Cyanistes cyaneus,
have a lower probability of detection when a predator appears in their blind areas
(Kaby & Lind 2003). Figure 12.8 shows why prey with narrower blind areas would be
able to detect a predator in more different head orientations than a prey with wider
blind areas.
Prey that are more sensitive to motion are also expected to be better able to detect
predator movements and thus have higher probabilities of early detection. There are two
independent mechanisms that each could yield greater motion detection ability: temporal
visual resolution and the abundance of photoreceptors associated with motion vision. A
higher temporal visual resolution is the result of shorter photoreceptor integration times
yielding more frequent updating of the visual image on the retina (Legge 1978). Therefore
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Eyes in the back of the head. The circles in this ﬁgure represent the visual ﬁeld parameters, as
viewed from above, of two hypothetical hares (at center of the circle) when being chased by a lynx
(at bottom of the circle). (a) A hare with a small blind area can partially see a predator directly
behind it. (b) A hare with a large blind area cannot see a predator directly behind. (c) A hare with a
small blind area can see a predator in a more lateral position. (d) A hare with a large blind area
cannot always see the predator, even when the predator is not directly behind it.

temporal visual resolution plays a major role in motion detection, especially in detecting
fast moving objects (Lappin et al. 2009) such as predators. Avian double cone photoreceptors have been associated with motion-detection ability in studies using physiological (von Campenhausen & Kirschfeld 1998) and behavioral approaches (Goldsmith &
Butler 2005). Double cones are abundant in most vertebrate retinas (Walls 1942;
Bowmaker 1990; Hart 2001a). In European starlings, for example, double cones outnumber all four types of single cones combined (Hart et al. 1998). More double cones in
the retina would confer more acute motion detection ability because a moving image
would pass across more double cone photoreceptors per unit time. For example, bird
species that have unobstructed overhead vision (in open habitats) have more double
cones in the ventral retina, which projects upward, where aerial predators are likely
to come from; whereas species with obstructed overhead vision (e.g., arboreal species
with branches overhead) have more double cones in the dorsal retina, which projects
downward, where ground predators would initiate attacks (Hart 2001b). We expect
visual systems with higher temporal visual resolution or more double cones to be
more sensitive to motion and increase the probability of early predator detection.
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Ultimately, the brain prioritizes how the different components of the information
gathered by the visual system are processed through attention mechanisms, which
involve selectively allocating cognitive resources to a speciﬁc portion of visual ﬁeld
with speciﬁc stimuli. Attention is limited because the amount of information received
by the sensory systems is greater than the amount of information that can be processed
by the brain (Milinski 1990; Kastner & Ungerleider 2000; Dukas 2002). The probability
of detection is expected to decrease when an individual is not allocating attention to
the sensory modality or region of sensory space within the modality where the predator
becomes detectable (Dukas 2002). Interestingly, there are two main attention mechanisms that occur in different parts of the retina (center of acute vision vs. retinal
periphery). Overt visual attention takes place with the center of acute vision, whereas
covert visual attention occurs in the retinal periphery (Bisley 2011). Animals often use
overt visual attention; for instance, if a moving stimulus is detected with the retinal
periphery, the eye/head will move very quickly to align the center of acute vision with
that stimulus to obtain an image with higher visual resolution (hence, higher information
quality; Zani & Proverbio 2012; Yorzinski & Platt 2014; Figure 12.3). For example,
peafowl, Pavo cristatus, appear to inspect model predators with their centers of acute
vision after detection with the retinal periphery (Yorzinski & Platt 2014).
The allocation of cognitive resources between overt and covert attention could
also vary with the nature of the task, and ultimately inﬂuence predator detection.
For instance, blue jays, Cyanocitta cristata, focused on solving a complex task (e.g.,
discriminating prey from a visually complex background) have more difﬁculty detecting
predators elsewhere in their visual ﬁelds (Dukas & Kamil 2000). This effect could
be the result of an increase in overt attention at the expense of covert attention.
Additionally, in species with laterally placed eyes, individuals appear to attend to
only one eye at a time and simultaneously suppress input from the unattended eye.
However, information processing still occurs in the retina of the unattended eye because
suppression acts on speciﬁc visual centers in the brain (tectofugal pathway), not on
the retina itself (Engelage & Bischof 1988; Voss & Bischof 2003). Therefore the
appearance of a salient object in the visual ﬁeld of the unattended eye may be able to
override the central suppression and redirect attention to the previously unattended
eye (Voss & Bischof 2003). If this is the case, a predator moving across the visual
ﬁeld of an unattended eye is more likely to override attentional suppression if the
prey species has a greater abundance of motion sensitive photoreceptors because the
predator’s movement will stimulate more photoreceptors.

12.2.3

Assessing predation risk
After a stimulus has been detected, the sensory systems are far from done. Prey
continue gathering information with their sensory systems to assess the risk of a
potential threat. Prey modify their perception of risk depending on predator identity,
predator behavior, how long they have before the predator can strike, and if detected
through conspeciﬁcs/heterospeciﬁcs, whether a predator is even present (Lima & Dill
1990). Escape behaviors are energetically costly and, perhaps more importantly,
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reduce foraging and mating opportunities. Fitness-wise, it would be in an animal’s best
interest to only ﬂee when the probability of mortality is high. To that end, sensory
systems that gather information more accurately are expected to reduce the incidence
of mistakes when deciding on an escape response, and sensory systems that gather
information more quickly or from greater distances are expected to give prey more
time to respond to a predator.
From a sensory perspective, it is not totally clear how assessment translates into
behavioral changes. One of the reasons is that an individual may be engaged in both
sensory assessment and other activities (e.g., foraging) simultaneously without necessarily modifying its behavior. For instance, given the wide visual ﬁeld of birds and the
lateral projection of the foveae in many species (Fernández-Juricic 2012), it is likely
that birds could assess a potential threat from a head-down body posture if the risk is not
too high. Consequently, we could consider different levels of sensory assessment: low
quality and high quality. Low-quality sensory assessment is expected to occur when the
animal is in a body posture not intended for gaining a large amount of information about
the threat (e.g., head down) and/or using portions of the visual ﬁeld that do not provide
high visual resolution (e.g., retinal periphery). High-quality assessment, on the other
hand, is expected in head-up body postures and/or using the centers of acute vision as
individuals can enhance the amount and quality of visual information obtained. For
example, Sceloporus lizards that detect predators with the peripheral retina ﬂee a short
distance to put space between themselves and the predator, then stop and assess the
predation risk with high-quality information before seeking cover (Cooper 2008). The
implication is that establishing the duration of assessment (and consequently its costs)
would require measurements that go beyond classic behavioral responses (Cresswell
et al. 2009) and consider the sensory systems of the study species (e.g., eye-tracking for
birds; Yorzinski & Platt 2014; Tyrrell et al. 2014).
A major step in assessing predation risk is the identiﬁcation of a detected stimulus
as a predator or a non-predator. Identiﬁcation requires a sufﬁcient level of sensory
acuity to distinguish certain characteristics of the stimulus. For example, mallards
Anas platyrhynchos characterize a silhouette with a short neck and long tail as a predator
(e.g., a hawk) and a silhouette with a long neck and short tail as a non-predator (e.g., a
goose) (Green et al. 1968). Identiﬁcation of predators is likely to be dependent on the
centers of acute vision because prey orient them toward predators (after detection) rather
than assessing the predator with the retinal periphery (Yorzinski & Platt 2014).
Therefore, species with higher localized visual resolution are expected to have higher
identiﬁcation distances. Additionally, because predators that are farther away take more
time to reach prey, higher localized visual resolution would allow prey to gather
information for longer times before making decisions to ﬂee. The distance at which
an animal detects a stimulus (hereafter, detection distance) will be greater than the
distance at which it can identify the stimulus (hereafter, identiﬁcation distance). Prey
may not react to a predator until it is close enough to identify, or prey may actually
approach the predator to identify it (Magurran & Girling 1986).
In addition to identiﬁcation, prey estimate time to contact (the amount of time it will
take the predator to reach the prey’s current position), trajectory (whether the predator
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is approaching the prey directly or tangentially), and the motivational state of the
predator to assess the actual risk of predation (Lima & Dill 1990). Time to contact
informs the prey how long it has before it can no longer safely ﬂee to cover (Regan &
Vincent 1995). In the visual system, time to contact and predator trajectory appear to be
estimated by the rate and symmetry of image expansion on the retina, respectively
(looming; Regan & Vincent 1995). As an object approaches the viewer, the image of
that object will expand on the retina. Faster rates of image expansion correspond to
objects that will come in contact with the viewer more quickly. If the image expands
symmetrically, the object can be interpreted as approaching the viewer directly. If the
image expands asymmetrically, the object is approaching at an angle, and it is moving
slightly sideways in the direction of greater expansion rather than directly toward the
viewer. There is evidence across many taxa that animals associate looming stimuli
with predation (Schaller & Emlen 1962; Schiff 1965; Hassenstein & Hustert 1999;
Carlile et al. 2006).

12.2.4

Alert and escape
Most animals display some kind of alert behavior (e.g., cease foraging, head movement,
extended neck) after detection, but before ﬂeeing. Alert distance has been associated
with the detection of a threat (Fernández-Juricic & Schroeder 2003; Blumstein et al.
2005). The rationale is that prey are expected to switch to an alert posture (i.e., from
foraging head-down to scanning head-up) immediately after detection. This leads to the
prediction that alert distance (AD) would be similar to detection distance. However, a
recent study considering the visual system of prey has challenged this view. Blackwell
et al. (2009) estimated detection distances of brown-headed cowbirds and mourning
doves Zenaida macroura based on eye size and the density of retinal ganglion cells as
1012 m and 1363 m, respectively (under optimal light conditions). The authors also
measured ADs behaviorally toward a vehicle approaching them directly, and found that
they were an order of magnitude smaller (71 m and 105 m, respectively). This suggests
that animals detect early but do not show alert behaviors until later in the approach
sequence. The two implications are that (a) sensory detection is difﬁcult to measure
behaviorally, and (b) detection and alert distances are not necessarily identical.
Another metric that has been linked to detection and alert is starting distance (SD).
Some papers have explicitly assumed that SD is higher than AD (i.e., prey do not exhibit
alert before the approach begins; Dumont et al. 2012). Such assumptions consider that
SD is higher than detection distance. However, as mentioned before, detection distance
may be greater than SD and different sensory conﬁgurations could lead to different
probabilities of detection after the approach begins. Violating these assumptions may
lead to erroneous interpretations of the decision-making processes involved in antipredator responses.
Alert behaviors themselves may function as an assessment phase (Cresswell et al.
2009), but for the most part, the sensory functions of alert have not been empirically
tested. We do not know when the prey gathers much of the information used for
assessment, but it is possible that such information is gathered before becoming alert,
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after becoming alert, or both. The timing of risk assessment in relation to alert behavior
could lead to different functions and costs of alert behavior, as well as differences in
the expected slopes of the positive relationship observed between AD and FID
(Blumstein et al. 2005; Dumont et al. 2012).
If risk assessment occurs after prey display overt alert behaviors, then the function
of alert may be stabilization of gaze to visually track the predator and gather information
to estimate risk. In this case, alert becomes a costly activity as it diverts attention and
time from foraging. If assessment requires a certain amount of time, then we would
predict a shallower slope in the positive relationship between AD and FID (Blumstein
et al. 2005; Dumont et al. 2012), all else being equal. The reason is because the time
invested in alert would constrain the time the individual has to ﬂee.
The opposite scenario is that an individual assesses risk before becoming overtly
alert. In this case, alert behavior might not serve a sensory function at all, but rather it is
simply a signal to the predator reﬂecting that the prey is aware of its presence (e.g.,
pursuit detterence; Hasson 2000; Caro 2005) or a low-cost escape attempt (e.g., becoming stationary to reduce movement cues about its position; Misslin 2003) before the
individual resorts to a high-cost escape attempt. This scenario would lead to a steeper
slope in the positive relationship between AD and FID (Blumstein et al. 2005; Dumont
et al. 2012), all else being equal. Individuals would be able to quickly ﬂee right after
alert, if the situation is risky enough, without investing time in assessment at that point.
A third scenario is that prey have acquired some limited measure of risk assessment
before displaying alert behavior. For instance, before becoming alert, an individual could
gather some low-quality information while in a head-down posture or with the periphery
of the retina. This initial low-quality stage will have low attention costs, allowing the
individual to continue with other important tasks (e.g., foraging). By having some limited
information available before devoting a large amount of sensory resources to the predator, individuals would be able to make an initial decision as to whether the predator
was threatening enough to become alert or not. After making the decision to become alert,
individuals would then be able to gather higher quality information while head-up and
with the centers of acute vision (Yorzinski & Platt 2014). The higher quality assessment
phase would obviously have higher attention costs (Blumstein 2010), but would allow
for a more accurate estimation of the level of risk before escaping or resuming foraging.
This scenario would lead to an intermediate slope in the positive relationship between
AD and FID (Blumstein et al. 2005; Dumont et al. 2012), all else being equal, because
low- and high-quality assessment may require certain amounts of time.

12.3

Implications for predator–prey interactions
From a sensory perspective, the prey’s ultimate goal is to detect predators before being
detected and to assess their level of risk to determine if they are (1) in danger and
should ﬂee, or (2) safe from predation and should resume other activities. However,
there appears to be variability between prey species in detection distances due to the
conﬁguration of the sensory systems (Kiltie 2000). Prey with greater long-distance
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Figure 12.9

Sensory systems can inﬂuence the ability to make correct decisions when assessing predation risk.
In this ﬁgure, detection time refers to the moment the prey ﬁrst detects a potential predator. The
length of the black bar to the right of the bird represents the amount of time it will take for the bird
to ﬂee to cover. The black bar to the left of the bird (minimum ﬂight initiation time) represents the
last possible moment in time that the bird can safely ﬂee to cover. The length of the gray bar
represents the amount of time the bird has to assess the likelihood of an attack. Species with more
sensitive or acute sensory organs (a) can detect potential predators sooner, and therefore have more
time to gather additional information than prey whose sensory organs have lower detection ranges
(b). For a prey whose sensory organs do not detect the predator until close to minimum ﬂight
initiation time (e.g., surprise predator attack), detection time must be only slightly greater than or
equal to minimum ﬂight initiation time if the prey is to escape (c).

sensory detection abilities can gather information for a longer period of time before
making a decision to ﬂee (Figure 12.9a). However, prey with short-distance sensory
detection abilities will have less time to gather the same information (Figure 12.9b),
potentially leading to a scenario where time to contact is shorter than the time it takes to
identify and ﬂee from a predator (Figure 12.9c). This brings up an interesting question:
how do species with more constrained sensory systems successfully avoid predators?
There is a continuum of potential (non-mutually exclusive) explanations that should
be investigated in the future. On one end of the continuum, prey with more constrained
sensory systems and thus less time to engage in assessment may trade-off with other
sensory modalities (or dimensions within a given modality) or components of the
antipredator behavior sequence (Figure 12.1). For instance, species with smaller body
mass tend to have lower spatial visual resolution because of smaller eye sizes (Kiltie
2000), reducing detection distances, and hence detection times (Figure 12.9b). However,
a recent study found that smaller species have higher temporal visual resolution (Healy
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et al. 2013), which suggests that they may be able to get necessary information about a
predator in a shorter period of time because they can gather information at a faster rate.
Alternatively, species with more constrained sensory systems may have enhanced
escape abilities. For example, cockroaches that detect predators at very close range
(Figure 12.9c) have exceptionally quick response times (Camhi et al. 1978). Because
cockroaches can escape so quickly, early detection becomes less important. On the
other end of the continuum, species may forgo assessment completely and ﬂee as soon
as a predator is detected (Figure 12.9c; Blumstein, 2010).
Different hypotheses have been proposed to explain the rules animals may follow
when making the decision to stay and assess or to ﬂee. The perceptual limits hypothesis,
for example, predicts that species will detect a predator and immediately ﬂee (Quinn &
Cresswell 2005). From a sensory perspective, the perceptual limits hypothesis excludes
the risk-assessment phase. Therefore, the relevant sensory dimensions that inﬂuence
the prey response would be those contributing to detection of predators (see above).
Other hypotheses, however, make different predictions but consider a risk-assessment
phase. The economic hypothesis predicts that prey will delay ﬂeeing until the risk of
predation outweighs the beneﬁts of continuing other tasks (Ydenberg & Dill 1986). The
optimality hypothesis is similar to the economic hypothesis, but predicts that prey
will ﬂee when the accrued ﬁtness gains from staying are optimized, whereas the
economic hypothesis predicts ﬂight when ﬁtness gains and losses break even (Cooper
and Frederick 2007). The ﬂush early and avoid the rush (FEAR) hypothesis predicts that
prey will only delay ﬂeeing for a short time because the attention costs of tracking a
predator can outweigh the costs of ﬂeeing early and losing foraging time (Blumstein
2010). Therefore the major difference between the optimality and FEAR hypotheses is
the cost of attention associated with the risk-assessment phase (Cooper & Blumstein
2014). From a sensory perspective, we could expect species that can minimize the
attention costs associated with risk assessment (e.g., wide visual ﬁelds that can take
advantage of tracking the predator with the periphery of the retina through lateral vision
while simultaneously engaging in other tasks) to fall on the optimality hypothesis end
of the spectrum. Conversely, species with very high attention costs (e.g., narrow visual
ﬁelds that require ceasing other tasks to track the predator with the centers of acute
vision) would fall on the FEAR hypothesis end of the spectrum.
Overall, many of the sensory mechanisms underlying predator–prey interactions
remain poorly understood, presenting a largely unexplored avenue to investigate many
proximate as well as ultimate questions about the sensory basis for escape behavior.
Future studies could also beneﬁt from a comparative approach to understand the
important environmental factors that drive differences in the sensory ecology and
antipredator behaviors across taxa.
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